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Abstract

There has been a declining amount of faith and trust between the general public and public health organizations, specifically in how the public perceives government communication sources and healthcare systems. Preserving and strengthening a trusting and transparent relationship between health providers and their community is fundamental for improving healthcare access, quality, and outcomes. This relationship is essential for patient-centered care and vital for promoting community health and well-being.

This essay aims to evaluate why this relationship has and continues to weaken and how to develop solutions that restore trust immediately and effectively. To first illustrate this concern, I identify evidence of the United States population’s declining confidence in domestic health systems and organizations through community responses to COVID-19 vaccination efforts, related vaccine hesitancy, and overall community responses to public health messaging and recommendations. Next, I consider frameworks for the public health system and organizational communication strategies and how the resulting messages are developed and delivered. From this evaluation, I explore why the messaging did not resonate well with some audiences, demonstrated by an increasing distrust towards health systems at an organizational level. Then, I explore why this distrust has seemingly not translated to an individual level, observed from higher trust levels associated with one-on-one relationships between health providers and individuals.
As a result of this exploration, I suggest how communication approaches at an individual level can be implemented at an organizational level, resulting in a stronger relationship between health providers and the community. By analyzing the structure through which public health messages are crafted and delivered by public healthcare systems and the factors that influence their reception by the populations they serve, health organizations and providers gain perspective for strategies to improve public trust.
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1.0 Introduction

United States public health systems and organizations have strong relationships with the populations they serve at local, state, and national levels. Foundational factors that make up these strong relationships include trusted personal relationships, a fluid understanding of community interests and public health organization goals, transparent aims and objectives between all parties, and honest, straightforward communication channels through which each party can engage in coherent and effective exchange. Public health communication proves essential for creating trusting and transparent relationships between public health providers and the neighborhoods they protect and enhance.

However, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, these strong relationships have seemingly disappeared. The public’s perception of public health systems and organizations is unrecognizable compared to what it once was. Communities across the United States have lower trust in their public health networks. There has been a declining faith and trust between public health organizations and the general public, particularly in relationship to the public's perception of the validity of government and healthcare system messaging.

Preserving and strengthening a trusting and transparent relationship between health providers and their community is fundamental for improving healthcare access, quality, and outcomes. It is vital for patient-centered care and plays a significant role in promoting overall community health and well-being. Effective communication channels are crucial for increasing access to health care, reducing health disparities, patient empowerment, crisis prevention and response, community engagement, and fostering long-term relationships between healthcare providers and community members.
Specifically, evidence of the United States population’s declining confidence in domestic health systems and organizations and their associated messaging is identified. Primarily, this is evaluated through community responses to COVID-19 vaccination efforts, related vaccine hesitancy, and overall community responses to public health messaging and recommendations.

Next, I identify why this happened through a literature review to assess how health systems and public health organizations communicate with diverse audiences and communities, demonstrating how public health communication frameworks are crucial for fostering trust by building relationships and improving public health outcomes through transparent messaging.

From this, group messaging strategies and responses to communication on a personalized, individual level are compared, suggesting that health communication through an individual personalized exchange is an effective form of health communication that could result in a more trusting relationship between health providers and community members. Here, I reflect on my experience through my collaborative practicum in the community health initiative of UPMC Minutes Matter and the University of Pittsburgh School of Public Health. This comparison and reflection illustrate that trusted relationships are the backbone of effective communication in public health.

Taken together, I propose a strategy for how techniques used in micro, individualized interaction between health providers and community members can be translated into macro, organizational relationships between health systems and populations. Specifically, this strategy suggests that messages crafted through an effective communication framework delivered through an established relationship can improve public trust in public health organizations.
2.0 Observing a Decline in Public Trust

Before exploring how effective public health communication is defined in the United States, and whether barriers to effective public health communication can be identified, it is necessary to establish the rationale for doing so. It is vital to improve public health communication channels and strategies because these are foundational mechanisms to restore weakened relationships between public health organizations and systems and the communities they serve. This erosion of trust can present significant challenges to the effectiveness of public health initiatives by hampering the ability of organizations to engage with and guide communities. The degree to which distrust amplified during the pandemic was influenced by a complex interplay of factors. Geographic, cultural, economic, and political dynamics, coupled with the related public health messaging all played roles in shaping the level of distrust within specific communities.

Considering these factors, it is necessary to ask whether there is statistical support for the perceived decline in public trust and responsiveness to public health system messaging during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. Specially, I evaluate this decline in community trust toward public health organizations via quantitative COVID-19-related measures such as vaccine hesitancy, children's return-to-school rates, and responses to isolation, quarantine, and stay-at-home measures, and qualitative data including general social perceptions and consequences attained through conversational collection techniques.
2.1 Estimates of Vaccine Hesitancy for COVID-19 Vaccines

Vaccine hesitancy serves as a measurable manifestation of the public’s distrust of public health organizations. Individuals who hesitate to be vaccinated often harbor doubts about the effectiveness and credibility of public health organizations, questioning the transparency and reliability of the information provided. The decision to forego vaccination can be seen as an expression of skepticism towards the guidance and recommendations offered by health authorities, further highlighting a breakdown in the trust relationship.

The graphs below show vaccine hesitancy for COVID-19 via state, county, and local assessments. This data collection and associated state estimates are provided by the Office of Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) and the Center for Disease Control. Specifically, each map shows COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy rates using data from the US Census Bureau’s’ Household Pulse Survey (HPS). To estimate hesitancy rates, data was collected by using HPS from the period of May 26, 2021, to June 7, 2021. Estimated values to predict hesitancy rates in more granular areas were also determined using the Census Bureau’s 2019 American County Survey (ACS) 1-Year Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS).

Hesitancy and associated strength were determined by the HPS survey question, “Once a vaccine to prevent COVID-19 is available to you, would you…get a vaccine?”, which provides the following options: 1) “definitely get a vaccine”; 2) “probably get a vaccine”; 3) “unsure”; 4) “probably not get a vaccine”; 5) “definitely not get a vaccine.” Three descriptions were used to capture the strength of hesitancy to receive a vaccine.
Strongly hesitant: includes only survey responses indicating that they would “definitely not” receive a COVID-19 vaccine when available.

Hesitant: includes survey responses indicating that they would “probably not” or “definitely not” receive a COVID-19 vaccine when available.

Hesitant or unsure: includes survey responses indicating that they would “probably not” or “unsure” or “definitely not” receive a COVID-19 vaccine when available.

Below are the results for “strongly hesitant”, “hesitant”, and “hesitant or unsure” respectively.

Figure 1. Estimated strongly hesitant
Data presented here displays the prevalence of counties across the country that are reportedly hesitant or unsure about receiving the COVID-19 vaccine in 2021. Most notably, states with relatively high “Hesitant or Unsure” rates include Arizona, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas,
Kentucky, Wyoming, and Montana. They have counties that have a “hesitant” or “unsure” status as high as 25-29%. More so, these states have counties with “strongly hesitant” rates as high as 14-18.24%. 46 states had counties with “unsure or hesitant” rates between 17 and 21%.

Taken together, the data show an unusually high prevalence of vaccine hesitancy across the United States. This hesitancy may stem from various factors, including concerns about potential side effects, doubts regarding the thoroughness of vaccine testing, or skepticism about the motivations behind public health initiatives. The decision to delay or refuse vaccination implies a suspicion of the information provided by public health organizations, suggesting that individuals may question the transparency and reliability of the guidance offered. Vaccine hesitancy, therefore, acts as a visible indicator of a broader breakdown in trust, emphasizing the need for public health organizations to address underlying concerns, communicate transparently, and rebuild confidence in their efforts to safeguard the public’s health.

2.2 Back to School Rates (Post COVID-19)

Back-to-school rates are an alternative mechanism to measure community trust in public health systems and their associated messaging. If families are hesitant to send their children back to school (along with the children themselves) when schools reopen, this may indicate a lack of trust in local public health measures and ongoing apprehension about the safety of the school environment despite messaging to the contrary. Many factors contribute to why some parents may be hesitant to send their children back to school.

Specific to COVID-19, perceived safety concerns of the schools themselves appear significant. Safety measures implemented by schools may be considered insufficient. This might
include concerns about the adequacy of sanitation practices, ventilation, or social distancing measures. If parents and children do not feel confident in the safety measures implemented by schools to prevent the spread of infectious diseases, this lack of confidence could lead to hesitancy. Further considerations that factor into these safety concerns include a lack of confidence in vaccination efforts that can negatively impact trust in broader public health systems and public schools.

By providing accurate information supporting their decisions and addressing concerns, both public health organizations and public schools could have fostered greater trust in the communities they serve. Lack of clear communication and transparency from public health authorities and schools could contribute to uncertainty and distrust. Providing accurate and timely information about safety measures, the success of vaccination efforts, and the overall public health situation is likely important for building trust. Unclear communication may result in confused perceptions and limit the trust in information public health authorities and schools provided. For example, some of these details may include specifics about sanitation practices, ventilation improvements, and any adjustments to school routines to mitigate the spread of infectious diseases. Unclear delivery of these details and the rationale for their use could have contributed to parents acting cautious or feeling uncomfortable sending their children back to public schools.

Data to the right shows state-school pupils absent for 10% or more of the academic year. This is shown as collective data specific to each state. These rates are presented in a pre- (2018-2019) and post (2021-2022) pandemic time frame.

Taken together, this data shows Alaska, New Mexico, Michigan, Oregon, and Nevada are states with the highest rates of pupils absent after COVID-19. These are the top five states reporting student absences for at least 10% of the school year. Before the 2018-2019 period, about 20% of
the student body was reportedly absent in all four states, outside of Alaska. During the 2021-2022 period, all five states observed a ~20% increase in students missing at least 10% of the school year. New Mexico, Michigan, Oregon, and Nevada report about 35-40% of their state school pupils absent for at least 10% or more of the academic year. Alaska reports this observation for 50% of its student body.

The five states with the lowest rates observed are Tennessee, Virginia, Oklahoma, New Jersey, and Alabama. All five states observe an initial rate of state-school pupil absences of 10% or more of the academic year in 10-15% of their student body for the 2018-2019 academic year. Following COVID-19, all states observed a ~10% increase in their state-school pupils absenteeism for about 10% or more of the academic year; the five states (Tennessee, Virginia, Oklahoma, New Jersey, and Alabama) with the lowest rates of state-school pupil absenteeism for at least 10% or more of the academic year observed this in ~20% of their student body after the pandemic.
Considering that states with the lowest absentee rates still reported a 10% increase for at least 10% of the school year demonstrates that families across the country, regardless of state, were more hesitant to send their children to school than they were before the pandemic. Some states are affiliated with families that show strong hesitancy in sending their children back to school after COVID-19, reporting as high as a 20% increase, applying to anywhere between 35%-50% of the population measured. What may appear most surprising is that states that show families with the
strongest hesitancy in sending their children back to school were the states that seem to be least hesitant in receiving COVID-19 vaccinations. This may indicate public hesitancy and skepticism toward messaging and instruction administered via public organizations.

Collectively this data supports the conclusion that there was an increase in distrust in the messaging coming from public health leaders, systems, and organizations since the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, this is supported by estimates of vaccine hesitancy with significant rates (at least 17%) in nearly all states. Skepticism toward public organizations and associated messaging, in general, can be suggested by the decrease in back-to-school attendance rates during the 2021-2022 time period, with increases in school absences of at least 10% in all states.

An interesting aspect of the data is the trend toward alignment of responses to messaging with political leanings. States with strong vaccine hesitancy included traditionally republican states such as Kentucky and Louisiana, while greater hesitancy of families in sending their children back to school occurred in relatively Democratic-leaning states such as Oregon and Virginia. A possible explanation for these results at the state level could be the perception each population has towards COVID-19. For example, populations in Republican-leaning states appeared to be more hesitant to be vaccinated and less hesitant to send their children back to school. This could be because of the degree of seriousness (or level of fear) individuals in these states have toward COVID-19. If these populations are less fearful of the threat of COVID-19, they may be expected to be less motivated to be vaccinated and less concerned about sending their children back to public schools. Consistent with this, if populations in democratic leaning states perceive COVID-19 as a more serious threat than populations in Republican-leaning states, this could explain their higher vaccination rates and greater concern with sending their children back to public schools.
In any case, the data suggests a declining level of trust in public health systems and sources in both traditionally conservative and liberal populations. Further, this data collection and interpretation shows a weakening relationship and an overall declining degree of faith and trust between communities and their local, state, and national public health systems. This phenomenon does not appear to be specific to a group traditionally associated with a certain political background, philosophy, geography, or foundation. It has been demonstrated in a variety of neighborhoods and populations across the United States and likely varies more with the content of the message.

The data shows a troubling decline in faith and trust among the general population. It is important to consider the direct consequences of this eroded trust. Individuals who delay or refuse vaccination compromise the effectiveness of immunization programs and increase the risk of preventable diseases. The decline in vaccination rates is particularly alarming as it poses a threat to community immunity (herd immunity). Lower immunization rates increase the likelihood of disease outbreaks, affecting unvaccinated individuals and those unable to receive vaccines for medical reasons. Further, delayed back-to-school rates may be associated with learning and socialization deficits in school-age children. These are important examples of how the erosion of trust undermines public health efforts, hindering the ability of authorities to respond effectively to health crises. Cooperation between the public and health organizations is essential for successful disease prevention and control. Rebuilding this trust requires a comprehensive approach that addresses the root causes, and actively engages with communities to improve communication strategies.
A loss of faith and trust in public health systems in subpopulations across the United further weakens the relationship between communities and their local health systems. With this problem established, it is necessary to consider its root cause and potential solutions and improvements to address it. These root causes and potential solutions can be explored through analyzing existing public health frameworks at an organizational level. Through this analysis, barriers to the delivery of public health messages can be identified. With fluent, understandable, and transparent communication between public health authorities and the general public, a more trusting relationship between them could be restored.

To accurately identify current gaps and barriers in American communication procedures and processes, a template is necessary to evaluate what is and what is not considered effective public health communication. To measure effective public health communication, we must first establish a definition of what “effective public health communication” is. From this, we can identify effective public health communication execution. With an established template and definition for what effective public health communication is and what it looks like when fulfilled successfully, we can better identify interactions in which public health communication is effective and where barriers exist.
3.1 International Public Health Communication

The World Health Organization has developed a framework for effective communications (World Health Organization, 2017). Specifically, the WHO Strategic Communication Framework presents a strategic approach for how to effectively message public health information, guidance, and advice on a broad range of health issues. These health issues range from chronic issues to emerging and novel risks. This framework can also guide authorities and leaders on how to effectively message public health information and recommendations in public health emergencies.

This framework is not designed to address particular diseases, circumstances, health observations, or geographic areas. The principles and tactics presented can be used as a framework to develop specific strategies to message subpopulations in an approach that is actionable, accessible, relevant, timely, understandable, and credible. As described by the WHO, their communication goal with the aid of this framework is to “provide information, advice, and guidance to decision makers (key audiences) to prompt action that will protect the health of individuals, families, communities, and nations” (World Health Organization, 2017).

Specifically, the WHO Strategic Communication Framework presents six core principles for effective communication: accessible, actionable, credible, relevant, timely, and understandable. According to this framework, public health leaders, organizations, and health systems should strive to ensure that these principles are at the core of their communication activities. To better understand each principle, it is necessary to understand how each measure can be accurately defined and observed. Each core principle is defined and summarized below.
Public health messages should be crafted toward (1) **actionable** next steps for populations. Actionable messages should provide clear and concise directives, guiding the audience toward specific actions. Using actionable language and presenting information in a step-by-step format empowers individuals to take immediate, tangible steps. Whether it's adopting preventive measures, seeking vaccination, or accessing healthcare services, the information should prompt and facilitate action.

Measuring the effectiveness of delivering actionable information involves assessing the extent to which individuals translate knowledge into behavior. Observable outcomes may include increased adoption of recommended practices like higher vaccination rates, improved hygiene practices, or prompt healthcare-seeking behaviors. Tracking behavioral changes over time, analyzing community-wide adherence to recommended actions, and conducting surveys to gauge individual understanding and application of the provided information are essential to analyzing the successful delivery of an actionable message.
(2) **Accessibility** is paramount to ensuring that information reaches a broad audience. This involves presenting information in various formats, such as text, audio, and video, to accommodate different learning preferences. Employing diverse communication channels, including online platforms, traditional media, and community spaces, enhances the reach of the message. Additionally, providing information in multiple languages and formats accessible to individuals with diverse literacy levels ensures inclusivity.

The accessibility of information can be observed through the reach and engagement metrics across various communication channels. Analytics tracking website visits, social media interactions, and attendance at community events can provide insights into the effectiveness of diverse communication mediums. Success is defined by the inclusivity achieved, ensuring that information is accessible to a broad spectrum of the population, including those with varying levels of digital literacy, language proficiency, and cultural backgrounds.

(3) **Credibility** is built on the foundation of trustworthy information. Messages should reference authoritative sources, scientific evidence, and expert opinions. Clearly communicating the basis for recommendations and decisions helps establish credibility. Highlighting the credentials of experts or organizations providing the information adds weight to the message and reinforces its reliability.

The credibility of information can be observed through the public's perception of trustworthiness. Surveys assessing the perceived reliability of public health messages, the recognition of authoritative sources, and the extent to which the audience incorporates recommended practices into their lives contribute to the measurement of credibility. Defined success involves building and maintaining a positive reputation for the credibility of public health information, as evidenced by increased public trust and adherence to recommendations.
(4) **Relevance** is key to capturing and maintaining the audience's attention. Tailoring messages to address the specific needs, concerns, and interests of the target audience ensures that the information resonates. Connecting public health measures to the current context and real-life situations emphasizes the practical significance of the information, making it more likely to be embraced.

Relevance can be observed by monitoring the resonance of messages within the context of the target audience. Success is defined by the degree to which individuals perceive the information as pertinent to their lives and community. Surveys and qualitative research exploring the perceived relevance of public health messages, as well as assessing changes in community behaviors aligned with the provided information, serve as key indicators of success.

(5) **Cultural sensitivity** acknowledges and respects the diverse cultural backgrounds within the audience. This involves using culturally appropriate imagery, examples, and metaphors. Collaborating with community leaders or representatives ensures that the message aligns with cultural norms and values. Culturally sensitive information enhances the message's impact and fosters a sense of inclusivity.

The cultural sensitivity of information can be observed through community feedback, inclusivity metrics, and the alignment of messages with cultural norms. Success is defined by the extent to which the information resonates authentically with diverse cultural groups, fostering a sense of understanding and connection. Qualitative methods such as interviews, focus groups, and community consultations provide valuable insights into how well public health messages align with cultural contexts.

Presenting information in plain language, free from unnecessary jargon, is essential for ensuring comprehension. (6) **Transparency** in communication involves explaining the decision-
making process behind public health recommendations, acknowledging uncertainties, and communicating changes openly. Providing real-time updates during evolving situations builds trust by keeping the public informed.

Observing the understandability of information involves assessing the clarity of messages and the absence of ambiguity. Defined success is evident when surveys or assessments indicate that the target audience comprehends the information accurately. Transparency is observable through the openness of communication channels, public acknowledgment of uncertainties, and the public's perception of the honesty and clarity of the information provided.

3.2 The Complexity of the Multi-Messaging Landscape

Effective message development is a dynamic process that considers the unique characteristics of the audience while prioritizing clarity, accessibility, credibility, relevance, cultural sensitivity, and transparency. By carefully crafting messages that embody these principles, public health communicators can contribute to a more informed, engaged, and empowered community, ultimately improving health outcomes and fostering a culture of well-being. Importantly, each measure's success can be observed through a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, including surveys, analytics, focus groups, and community consultations, providing a comprehensive understanding of the impact of public health communication strategies.

This communication framework is particularly effective on a macro, international level. For example, when this framework is applied to the World Health Organization’s operations, messaging strategies, and communication delivery to a multinational audience, the six principles of the framework work well. This is because the principles are formulated and defined under the
assumption there is a primary messenger for a general audience. This is correct on an international scale, as few global public health organizations match the size, reputation, and impact of the World Health Organization. Thus, the WHO is not necessarily over-concerned with competing messages that may overshadow their own. Even if this were the case, one has to consider how much a competing message would differ in advice and context when addressing a multinational audience.

However, when applying this framework to national and domestic organizations and messengers, things become more complex. In these instances, national public health organizations often release messages alongside politicians, government, news organizations, scientists, doctors, and health experts. With alternative sources of communication and messaging to account for, a framework that considers how to operate the complex and dynamic nature of multiple messengers is necessary.

To analyze what communication sources countries trusted most on an international and national level, Alexa Schulter and team conducted an eight-country cross-sectional study (Schulter et al., 2023). Specifically, Schulter et al. used data from eight countries (Canada, the United States of America, England, Switzerland, Belgium, the Philippines, New Zealand, and the territory of Hong Kong) to “epidemiologically describe levels of trust in health, government, news media organizations, and experts, and measure the impact of political orientation and COVID-19 information sources on participants level of trust” (Schulter et al., 2023). Methods involved simultaneously conducting a stratified randomized online cross-sectional analysis of adults across eight countries (at least 18 years or older) between Nov. 6 and Nov. 18, 2020 (Schulter et al., 2023). Across all countries, 9,027 adults were included, with a mean age of 47 years (standard deviation (SD) = 17.0 years). Participants were asked to rate their trust levels for scientists, doctors, and health experts (1), National Health org. (2), Global Health org. (3), News org. (4),
Government (5), and politicians (6), on a scale from 1 (very low) to 10 (very high). Shown below are results from Schulter and her team.

![Histograms of respondent’s reported level of trust in experts and organizations (org.)](image)

**Figure 6. Histograms of respondent’s reported level of trust in experts and organizations (org.)**

*the trust scale ranges from 1 (very low) to 10 (very high)*

When analyzing all six questions, Schulter et al. found comparable levels of trust in all groups except for politicians. However, a proportion of participants reported very low levels of trust for each domain. Trust in health experts ranked the highest overall in each of the eight countries, while trust in politicians ranked the lowest overall in each of the eight countries (Schulter et al., 2023). Further, trust in national health organizations ranked second (except in Hong Kong,
where participants ranked trust in news organizations second), and trust in global health organizations ranked third (except in Switzerland and New Zealand, where participants ranked trust in government third) (Schulter et al., 2023).

Table 1. Mean and standard error for the six reported levels of trust variables

- overall and partitioned by country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of trust, $\bar{x}$ (SE)</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Belgium</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Hong Kong</th>
<th>Philippines</th>
<th>NZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health experts</td>
<td>7.83 (0.02)*</td>
<td>8.09 (0.06)*</td>
<td>7.80 (0.08)*</td>
<td>7.61 (0.06)</td>
<td>7.65 (0.06)</td>
<td>7.25 (0.07)</td>
<td>7.70 (0.06)</td>
<td>8.24 (0.07)</td>
<td>8.07 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National health org</td>
<td>7.30 (0.03)*</td>
<td>7.65 (0.07)*</td>
<td>7.05 (0.08)*</td>
<td>7.59 (0.06)</td>
<td>7.07 (0.07)</td>
<td>6.91 (0.07)</td>
<td>6.37 (0.08)</td>
<td>7.97 (0.07)</td>
<td>7.81 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global health org</td>
<td>6.97 (0.03)*</td>
<td>7.19 (0.07)*</td>
<td>6.83 (0.09)*</td>
<td>7.03 (0.07)</td>
<td>6.69 (0.06)</td>
<td>6.35 (0.07)</td>
<td>6.50 (0.08)</td>
<td>7.63 (0.08)</td>
<td>6.90 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>6.28 (0.03)§</td>
<td>6.70 (0.07)§</td>
<td>5.28 (0.09)§</td>
<td>5.86 (0.08)§</td>
<td>5.42 (0.08)§</td>
<td>6.44 (0.08)§</td>
<td>5.59 (0.10)§</td>
<td>7.14 (0.09)§</td>
<td>7.37 (0.08)§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News org</td>
<td>6.26 (0.03)¶</td>
<td>6.27 (0.07)¶</td>
<td>5.78 (0.10)¶</td>
<td>6.14 (0.07)¶</td>
<td>5.92 (0.07)¶</td>
<td>5.92 (0.07)¶</td>
<td>6.56 (0.06)¶</td>
<td>7.17 (0.08¶)</td>
<td>6.30 (0.07)¶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>5.34 (0.03)¶</td>
<td>5.68 (0.08)¶</td>
<td>4.32 (0.09)¶</td>
<td>5.13 (0.09¶)</td>
<td>4.84 (0.08¶)</td>
<td>5.54 (0.08¶)</td>
<td>5.13 (0.09¶)</td>
<td>5.61 (0.10¶)</td>
<td>6.18 (0.08¶)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\bar{x}$ – mean, SE – standard error, USA – United States of America, NZ – New Zealand
*Rank 1.
†Rank 2.
§Rank 3.
¶Rank 4.
||Rank 5.
¶¶Rank 6.

From results collected from Schulter et al., we observe the universally high levels of public trust placed in health experts and authorities, on both an international and domestic level from the countries analyzed. From this analysis, Schulter et al. find that “entrusting and empowering health authorities and experts to provide (and be seen providing) coordinated accurate health messaging, information, and recommendations is likely a fundamental strategy in ensuring the highest likelihood compliance. Coordination is also key, as political trust is instrumental for compliance with health measures.” (Schulter, 2023). Thus, a takeaway recommendation and future direction Schulter et al. conclude from this study (applicable to an international scale) is for governments and policymakers to coordinate their response with health experts and authorities, thereby maximizing the population health impact.
This conclusion suggests that the effective communication framework presented by the World Health Organization should account for the complexity of health communication on a domestic level. In addition to the six principles presented, messages delivered should account for alternative messages in which different evidence may be presented to the same audience. Effective communication frameworks should account for the coordination of all relevant communication sources so that one singular message can be delivered in a presentation that is as straightforward and transparent as possible. Uncoordinated communication is associated with confusion and mistrust in the population; people don’t know who or what to listen to.

Effective communication and messaging should come from a coordinated response that inspires public action. If there is more than one prominent message relayed to the public at one time, the delivery of these messages loses transparency because of alternative narratives presented. If a message is unclear, action that results from a trusting and faith-driven relationship cannot be expected.

With this, we turn to regional messaging to analyze which communication strategies and messages associated with a coordinated response result in greater and lesser trusting relationships between organizations and the general public. It is necessary to evaluate how these communication strategies are developed and delivered at an organizational level. From this evaluation, we can study messages communicated via health providers, experts, and organizations that are intended for audiences on the national and state levels. Through this analysis, we evaluate the degree to which these messages are coordinated with other public messengers and the degree to which these messages resonate with public audiences. We then consider whether or not this impacts the public’s trust in public health organizations and associated faith-driven relationships.
3.3 Regional Public Health Communication

When analyzing public health communication tactics and efficacy at an organizational level, it is important to do so on an international scale to gauge an understanding of strategy and response across different climates, cultures, and political philosophies. The World Health Organization has effectively created a broadly applicable global communication framework. This has been impactful, given the complexities of collecting and validating information on a global scale and then developing a communication strategy that conveys an internationally relevant coherent message. In these efforts, the WHO has benefited from a well-established global reputation that minimizes the impact of conflicting messaging from other sources.

When communicating to a national audience, message development becomes more complex, as there can be multiple messengers with similar reputations delivering conflicting messages to the same population. Government, health organizations, and health providers need to consider coordination with other messengers (especially those with an aligned interest) in their strategic communication framework. If one clear and consistent message can be relayed by the government, health organizations, and health providers, a more trusting relationship could be restored with the communities they serve.

Leah Rand and her team explore the impact of complex communication networks and how this translates to “Securing the Trustworthiness of the FDA to Build Public Trust in Vaccines" (Rand et al., 2023). As Rand explains, ultimately, two relevant types of decision makers (messengers) exist when making and communicating decisions related to vaccines: “those with technical expertise and those with a political remit to make value-based decisions” (Rand et al., 2023). By “those with technical expertise” concerning FDA vaccine regulation and information, Rand includes reviewers and scientists for the FDA. The individuals with agency expertise are
considered proper decision-makers in this situation. As such, these experts should be considered authoritative in this circumstance.

Further, Rand acknowledges that “a scientific expert is distinct from being expert or authoritative on political or public values. Decisions like what minimum efficacy and maximum safety requirements should be set as thresholds for vaccines are, in part, value judgments and so should be informed by scientific expertise and made in consultation with appointees, who act as an interface between the agency’s mission to serve the public’s health and social values as revealed through elections” (Rand et al., 2023). As such, there will naturally be some overlap in roles between a scientific expert and an expert on political and public values if each is to deliver a consistent and effective message. Further, for this message to be appropriately cultivated, both positions ought to consider each other’s roles, influences, and expertise to communicate a message that is both accurate and received well by the population it is intended for. Rand adds, “There is some overlap here: scientists make value decisions in the application of their expertise, as with interpreting evidence; elected officials rely on facts to inform political decision” (Rand et al., 2023).

Rand et al. explore this dynamic further, and how this translates to a condition of trustworthiness, an explanation of the condition, and the application to COVID-19 vaccine authorizations. These conditions are presented in the table below titled “Conditions of Trustworthiness and Examples of How Each Did or Did Not Occur during the Reviews and Authorizations of COVID-19 Vaccines.”
Table 2. Conditions of trustworthiness and examples of how each did or did not occur during the reviews and authorizations of COVID-19 vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Application to Covid-19 vaccine authorizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency with rules</td>
<td>The agency should adhere to rules governing the review process and pre-specify rules to improve their consistent application. The rules themselves should optimize the mission of the agency (e.g., there should be standards for evidence).</td>
<td>Guidance on submission and review requirements published prior to the first manufacturer submissions to the FDA for Covid-19 vaccines included standards like efficacy thresholds that should be met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert decision-makers</td>
<td>The appropriate expert engages in decision-making and the interpretation of evidence.</td>
<td>FDA reviewers conducted their own evaluation of clinical trial evidence. Nonscientific experts should not have made inaccurate claims about vaccine efficacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noninterference</td>
<td>Decisions are made on the basis of appropriate reasons (scientific integrity) and are free from inappropriate political interference.</td>
<td>In 2020, White House officials pressured the FDA to authorize Covid-19 therapies and to approve a vaccine before November 2020. Such political interests should not be the basis of vaccine authorization or approval. Despite political pressure, the FDA acted consistently with its rules of review, including follow-up safety plans for vaccine authorization, which were not supported by political officials.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to public preference</td>
<td>Public preferences (i.e., what the U.S. public at large will generally find appropriate rather than one group's reasons) should inform decisions.</td>
<td>Different groups may have had different interests in Covid-19 vaccine authorization and trading off safety, efficacy, and speed. Minimum efficacy thresholds and safety requirements published in FDA guidance weighted efficacy and safety more heavily than speed. In addition, FDA bureau and division chiefs communicated directly with the public to assure them of their commitment to scientific evaluation of the vaccines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>The agency should explain the reasoning behind a decision in ways that are available and accessible and make transparent the interpretation of evidence and the approval process.</td>
<td>The FDA convened an advisory committee to publicly review the vaccine clinical trials, discuss risks and benefits, and make a recommendation on authorization, explaining its reasoning. In addition, the FDA could have released an action package disclosing meetings between appointees, elected officials, and reviewers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rand’s point is specifically analyzed under the condition of “Expert decision-makers” in COVID-19 authorization. Her team’s explanation describes the condition as “the appropriate expert engages in decision-making and the interpretation of the evidence”. In the team’s
description of the COVID-19 example, this is further explained as Rand and her team explain “Non-scientific experts should not have made inaccurate claims about vaccine efficacy.” This builds on her initial point regarding two relevant decision makers. When communicating a topic that is strictly scientific (vaccine efficacy) it should be decided and authorized by the proper decision maker (FDA researchers and scientists). However, when this piece of scientific information translates to more public and ethical decisions (mandatory vaccine mandates) it becomes appropriate to consider additional relevant decision-makers to communicate to the public as effectively as possible. Rand et al. further address this rationale in the table when considering the transparency condition. Regarding the transparency of COVID-19 authorizations, Rand adds, “The FDA could have released an action package disclosing meetings between appointees, elected officials, and reviewers.” Thus, the communication of a process underlying the decision that included facilitated collaboration between elected officials, researchers, and scientists would have likely led to a more transparent message to the general public, further highlighting the value of coordination when communicating a message.
To advance public trust levels within public health organizations and health systems, it is necessary to identify current sources for health information Americans associate with high degrees of trust. Exploring these attributes for how highly trusted sources relay health information helps navigate strategies to implement similar qualities in less trusted sources for health information.

4.1 The Current State of Trusted Sources for Health Information

A coordinated response should be developed through collaborations between scientific experts (scientists and researchers) and public policy and opinion experts (elected officials). The degree to which this occurred during COVID-19 varied with the location and population. However, a clear consensus is emerging that collaborative efforts were not optimal. In the event of another public health emergency, more connected messaging from scientific experts and public officials would likely result in a more responsive population.

Conflicting messages create an obstacle to creating a coordinated message. The additional pressure of delivering a timely response compounds this challenge. Considering these variables that affect the nature of the message produced, it is not surprising that communications can be difficult to interpret. As a result, levels of trust between constituents, government organizations, and healthcare providers are not as strong as they could be.

Further, this is shown through studies by SteelFisher in a “first-of-its-kind nationally representative survey of 4,208 US adults to learn the public’s reported reasons for trust in the
This data suggests that the four most trusted sources of health information are doctors, nurses, scientists working on health issues, and pharmacists. These four sources all report the highest level of “a great deal” of trust and the lowest levels of “not very much” to “not at all” when
surveyed. Health sources that received the lowest levels of “a great deal” of trust and the highest levels of “not very much” to “not at all” are reported as local elected officials, state elected officials, and religious leaders. According to SteelFisher, doctors and nurses received the highest ratings overall, with about half of the public saying they trusted them a great deal (54 percent and 48 percent respectively) (SteelFisher, 2022).

Health sources that received relatively moderate ratings are the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the American Red Cross, local public health departments, and state public health departments. Importantly, the study reveals that health sources that received the highest ratings typically operate in environments where they are communicating with either a patient or community member in a personalized, one-on-one conversation. The “middle third” consists of health organizations that are run and supported by scientists, health experts, and researchers who are part of teams that address larger audiences on either a national, state, or local level. Sources of health information that rank the lowest are public opinion experts or elected officials who also address larger audiences on either the state or local level.

SteelFisher and team also categorized US adults into groups with “higher and lower” levels of trust. Within these groups, they explored reasons for the lack of trust in the CDC, and state and local public health departments, among US adults in the context of COVID-19 information (SteelFisher, 2022). The fourth exhibit presents trust levels of US adults with lower levels of trust, segmented by degrees of trust (similar to exhibit 1). In Exhibits 2, 3, and 4 (shown below) reasons for levels of trust in public health agencies, reasons for lower trust across agencies, and reasons for lower trust by different degrees of trust are reported, respectfully.
### Figure 8. Major reasons for trust in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and state and local public health departments to provide accurate information about Covid 19, among US adults with high trust, 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major reasons for trust</th>
<th>CDC (n = 418–452)</th>
<th>Public health departments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State (n = 339–357)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Followed scientifically valid research</td>
<td>94%a</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have the experts</td>
<td>92%a</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made vaccines and testing widely available</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have given clear recommendations for people to protect themselves</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information matched other sources I trust</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>80b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided detailed information</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided information frequently</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff worked hard under difficult circumstances</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>73a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seemed to care about people</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steered clear of private-sector influence</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steered clear of a lot of politics</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided good care at public health clinics</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>58a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have done a good job at controlling COVID-19 spread</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I trust the government generally</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 9. Major reasons for lacking trust in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and state and local public health departments to provide accurate information about Covid 19, among US adults with lower trust, 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major reasons for lacking trust</th>
<th>CDC (n = 803)</th>
<th>Public health departments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State (n = 915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political influence on recommendations and policies</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have given too many conflicting recommendations</td>
<td>73%a</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-sector influence on recommendations and policies</td>
<td>60%ab</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency in following scientifically valid research</td>
<td>51%b</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictive recommendations go too far</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't trust the government generally</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of action to stop the spread of COVID-19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not respected religious beliefs</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of fair treatment for rural communities</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of fair treatment for racial and ethnic minority communities</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10. Major reasons for lacking trust in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and state and local public health departments to provide accurate information about Covid 19, among US adults with lower trust, segmented by degrees of trust, 2022

When examining exhibit 2, SteelFisher reports the top reason adults had high trust (a great deal) in the CDC was related to scientific expertise. Specifically, highly trusting adults believe the CDC followed scientifically valid research (94%) and is composed of scientific experts (SteelFisher, 2022) positioned to be adequate decision-makers for public health emergencies. Additional top reasons include that the “CDC’s actions made vaccines and testing widely available” as well as “agreeing that they have given clear recommendations for people to protect themselves” (SteelFisher, 2022).

Many of the same reasons carry over to how highly trusting adults felt about their state and local government, yet were reported in slightly lower numbers when compared to the CDC. For
example, highly trusting adults reported that their state or local health department followed scientifically valid research (87% and 85%, respectively), made vaccines and testing widely available (86% and 88% respectively), and had clear recommendations for people to protect themselves (81% and 87% respectively).

SteelFisher reports a key difference in reported reasons for trust in federal, state, and local agencies is that scientific expertise was cited and mentioned more often in CDC reporting and advising. Specifically, 92% of those with high trust in the CDC said it was because they have experts, whereas only 75% and 67% of those with high trust in state and local public health departments cited this reason (SteelFisher, 2022); this suggests that even "highly trusting" US adults prefer rationale delivered by scientific experts or at least using the same scientific information communicated by the scientific experts. Further, this study suggests that had state and local health departments had better crafted a message through collaboration with scientific experts, the message may have been more trusted and better received by its intended audience.

These themes are further resembled in the reported reasons for lower trust across federal, state, and local public health agencies. The top reason for lower trust among health agencies was political reasons for recommendations on policies (74%, 72%, and 70% respectively). Major reasons that follow include giving too many conflicting recommendations (73%, 61%, and 58%) and inconsistently following scientifically valid research (51%, 48%, and 43%). Whether considering political reasons for recommendations, multiple conflicting messages, or not aligning messages with scientifically valid research, it is clear that the rationale for distrust displayed in exhibits 3 and 4 stems from the complexity of balancing different messengers and motivations. Specifically, the nature of organizational and agency communication must be cognitive of their specific roles as relevant decision-makers when delivering messages, how they should
communicate with other messengers to best deliver a singular narrative to the public, and how they could account for alternative messages that may persuade their target audience. Thus, an effective communication strategy for crafting messages delivered via agency and organizational outlets must present a coordinated message that considers the necessary and diverse expertise of decision-makers. This message should be coordinated on federal, state, and local levels to present a message as one singular narrative associated with transparent direction and action.

Further suggested by Exhibit 1, this coordinated response may not be necessary for communication on an individual level. When community members and patients visit with their doctors, nurses, or pharmacists, the interaction is personalized to the two individuals involved. More specifically, the patient communicates a demand of the physician that is specific to their self. Naturally, the physician’s primary focus is to address that patient’s demand with a solution that is specifically effective for that individual.

Not nearly as much coordination with other health organizations and providers is necessary for the relationship between patients and physicians, compared to the coordination required across agencies when addressing a population with diverse values and demands; this eases the process for a physician to deliver a message that is transparent for the patient, clear for the required next steps necessary, and is naturally presented as a singular narrative. As Exhibit 1 suggests, both high-trusting and low-trusting US adults report their most trusted health sources stem from one-on-one relationships. To further explore and evaluate how to restore public trust in health agencies and organizations, it is necessary to investigate why US adults seem to have higher levels of trust in their physicians, nurses, and pharmacists than in public health agencies.
4.2 Health Communication at an Individual Level

The results of SteelFisher and the team’s survey draw critical attention to the state of trusted relationships between community members and sources of health information. The least trusted sources for health information come from local and state elected officials, receiving low ratings from US adults who are even considered to have “high levels” of trust. The next grouping of trusted sources consists of health agencies at federal, state, and local levels that incorporate health researchers, scientists, and experts (appropriate decision makers) and their associated conclusions into their messaging to large audiences. Although these agencies are, overall, trusted by US adults with high trust levels, these health organizations do not appear nearly as trusted as sources for health information that communicate with and work with others on an individual level. High-trusting US adults rank doctors, nurses, and pharmacists as the most trusted sources of health information. Even less trusting US adults rank these sources the highest and, ultimately, as trustworthy sources for health information.

This finding from SteelFisher - health providers who operate with others in more personalized circumstances and interactions are perceived as the most trustworthy by community members - has earned attention from other investigators and reporters. The Journal of American Medical Association reports on the study explaining how the “Public Had Most Trust in Advice from Physicians, Nurses During Pandemic” (JAMA, 2023). JAMA recaps takeaways from SteelFisher’s findings highlighting “Physicians and nurses were the most highly trusted sources of health information during the pandemic, with 54% and 48%, respectively, of respondents reporting high confidence in their guidance. Scientists and pharmacists also received high marks, with 40% or more of participants citing "a great deal" of trust in their recommendations” (JAMA, 2023).
JAMA further reports how these trusting ratings are significantly higher than those attributed to health organizations (the CDC and NIH) with state and local authorities.

As the level of trust associated with these relationships continues to gain attention, we can begin to question why these results are the way they are. What specifically about these personalized interactions leads to more trusting relationships? What can health organizations and health providers learn from physician-patient interactions? Is it possible for health agencies to implement strategies used in personalized interactions to generate similar trust levels among the public? With this, it is necessary to evaluate this rationale.

One explanation for these observations is that a coordinated response may not be necessary at an individual level. When community members and patients visit with their doctors, nurses, or pharmacists, the interaction is personalized to the two individuals involved. Specifically, patients communicate demands specific to them. Naturally, the physician’s primary focus is to address that patient’s demand with a solution engineered specifically for the individual, not having to consider additional values and demands. Not nearly as much coordination with other health organizations and providers is necessary for a relationship between patients and physicians compared to the coordination required across agencies when addressing a population with diverse values and demands; this eases the process for a physician to be able to deliver a message that is transparent for the patient, clear for the required next steps necessary, and is naturally presented as a singular narrative.

The nature of communication during patient-physician interactions brings out three core features that are essential for formulating trusting relationships. The following three features appear innate if communication on an individual level is conducted successfully (the patient is satisfied): **transparency, improved health status, and building partnerships.**
Transparency is realized in patient-physician interactions when doctors are effective in personalized communication and information sharing. Transparency in physician-patient interactions refers to the open and honest exchange of information between the healthcare provider and the patient. It involves sharing relevant medical information, discussing treatment options, risks, and benefits, as well as addressing questions the patient may have. Thus, an integral attribute of transparency in this relationship is creating an open communication channel. Specifically, physicians who practice transparency openly communicate with patients about their medical condition, diagnosis, and treatment plan. They use clear and understandable language to ensure patients fully comprehend their health situation and the recommended course of action.

Clear communication in these interactions also involves a comfortable exchange with the patient sharing information, so the physician can address these concerns as effectively as possible. Trusted physicians typically encourage patients to ask questions and express any concerns they may have about their health or treatment. They listen attentively to patient concerns and provide honest answers and explanations, which helps ease anxiety and build trust by demonstrating that the physician values the patient's input and respects their autonomy. By addressing these concerns openly and confidently, physicians in turn can better address the patient demand. More so, this enables them to be in a position where they may openly share relevant information with the patient. Transparency involves sharing relevant medical information with patients, including test results, treatment options, and potential outcomes. Physicians who share information openly empower patients to make informed decisions about their health care, which enhances trust by promoting patient autonomy and involvement in the decision-making process. These attributes demonstrate how transparent interactions are innate to successful physician-patient relationships, creating and sustaining trust-driven relationships.
The second aspect derived from patient-physician interactions is dependable, good performance that results in an improved health status. This “good performance” element can be thought of as physicians doing what they are saying they are going to do. Or, from a patient perspective, having confidence that physicians will provide you with whatever treatment or care is necessary to meet patient expectations for improved health outcomes.

The path towards an improved health outcome starts with effective communication and patient satisfaction levels. Consider a scenario where a patient visits a physician with concerns about a persistent health issue. The physician actively listens to the patient's description of symptoms, asks clarifying questions, and provides clear explanations about the potential causes and treatment options. By addressing the patient's concerns comprehensively and engaging in open dialogue, the physician demonstrates effective communication skills. As a result, the patient feels heard, understood, and satisfied with the consultation, leading to increased trust in the physician's expertise and care.

Improved health outcomes are continued through physician accessibility and continuity of care. A patient with a complex medical condition requires ongoing management and support from their physician. The physician ensures accessibility and continuity of care by being available for appointments, responding promptly to messages or inquiries, and coordinating care with other healthcare providers as needed. Through consistent availability and personalized attention, the physician meets the patient's needs and concerns, resulting in improved health outcomes, satisfaction, and trust in their ongoing care. Improved health outcomes that stem from dependable physician performance are crucial for successful patient-physician interaction and are necessary to create and sustain trusting relationships.
The third piece of patient physical interactions that leads to trusting relationships is building a genuine relationship and partnership with one another on an individual level. Before considering the medical content and planning in these relationships, relationship building can be observed almost immediately by actions demonstrated by most physicians. Typically, physicians greet patients by establishing rapport. They greet patients warmly, show genuine interest in their well-being, and engage in small talk to establish a connection. By building rapport, physicians create a comfortable and trusting environment where patients feel valued and respected.

As the conversation continues, physicians usually demonstrate active listening. Building relationships in physician-patient interactions involves active listening. Physicians listen attentively to patients' concerns, validate their feelings, and acknowledge their experiences. By demonstrating empathy and understanding, physicians show patients that their voices are heard and that their perspectives matter, leading to increased trust and satisfaction.

This active listening leads to shared decision-making and collaborative care planning for the patient’s future health direction. Physicians who value partnerships in care engage patients as active participants in the decision-making process. They provide information about treatment options, discuss risks and benefits, and consider patients' preferences and values when making decisions. By involving patients in decision-making, physicians empower them to take ownership of their health and treatment, leading to increased trust and adherence to the treatment plan. Further, building relationships in physician-patient interactions involves collaborative care planning. Physicians work with patients to develop personalized care plans that address their unique needs, goals, and preferences. By tailoring care plans to individual patients, physicians demonstrate respect for their autonomy and build trust by prioritizing their well-being and preferences.
This team aspect is also observed in continuity of care. Building relationships in physician-patient interactions is integral to continuity of care. Physicians establish long-term relationships with patients, follow up on their progress, and provide ongoing support and guidance. By maintaining continuity of care, physicians demonstrate commitment and dedication to their patients' well-being, leading to increased trust and confidence in their care.

These three core principles of individualized interactions between a patient or community member and a health provider (whether a physician, nurse, or pharmacist) are transparent communication, good performance, and establishing a partnership. When a dynamic between physicians and patients (or any individualized health provider dynamic) is considered healthy, there is a strong likelihood that these attributes are observed in the one-on-one relationship through communication and action. It follows that these healthy relationships result in an earned sense of trust that the patient has then granted to their health provider by fulfilling these three attributes and ultimately creating a successful relationship.

Are these principles observed when health organizations and elected officials craft messages for a larger audience? The complexity of coordinating a response while also competing with other messages that may not align with the organization's intentions is a natural challenge when communicating on an organizational level. This dynamic makes it difficult to deliver a transparent message, whereas this dynamic is not present for health providers when delivering a message in an individual setting. Good performance needed for improved health outcomes is often not realized at the federal, state, or local level. The message (at least from the observance of the COVID-19 pandemic) is constantly shifting due to population preferences and everchanging political power and position. With this comes different demands within the same populations; thus, making it difficult to create partnerships and trust between organizations and populations on
federal and state levels. What strategy should federal, state, and local agencies adopt to regain public trust?

4.3 Exploring How to Restore Public Trust

In August of 2023, the new director of the Centers for Disease Control, Dr. Mandy Cohen, was interviewed on National Public Radio about her vision for the CDC and similar health agencies moving forward after the COVID-19 pandemic. She emphasized how regaining public trust was an integral aim. She explained “Trust is a critical foundation for a healthy society. Trust in institutions, such as government, media, or business, has been eroding in recent years. This lack of trust has led to polarization, to division” (Pfeiffer, 2023).

During the COVID-19 pandemic, Cohen was an internist who led the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services during the pandemic. When reflecting on her experience, she was asked if she learned any key lessons she plans to implement on the federal level. She responded: “Well, it was an honor to serve North Carolina through the COVID crisis. And I think that we were able to be successful in our response effort because we put trust at the center and we worked on being transparent. We worked on making sure that we delivered for the people of North Carolina and that we built relationships. We built them with historically underserved communities. We built them with our hospital system so that we executed as a team and did our work as a team.” (Pfeiffer, 2023).

As the interview continued, she made clear that these lessons learned on a state level could be further applied to her three-step approach for rebuilding trust with the public on the federal
level. Cohen was specifically asked about declining levels of trust in reference to the reports from SteelFisher et al. The referenced reports showed a quarter of respondents saying they trusted the CDC either “not very much” or “not at all”. When asked about how she plans to rebuild trust with the US, she had this to say: “Well, I think there's really three important steps. First is making sure that we are being transparent. We're having clear communications that are simple and accurate, that folks can understand, that they know that there are common sense solutions for them to protect their health. And the second is making sure that we execute or have a good performance in what the CDC is meant to do. And so making sure that we are doing what we say we're going to do. Just as you trust in your own personal life, I want to make sure that you trust that we are going to do that for you. And the third, very important, is about building relationships and partnerships. Protecting the health of this country is a team sport. And so those are that we need to bring partners together in order to protect people's health. We can't do it alone from the CDC.” (Pfeiffer, 2023).

**CDC Director Mandy Cohen’s 3 step approach to rebuilding trust with the public:**

1. **Be Transparent in Messaging**
2. **Demonstrate Good Performance**
3. **Build Partnerships with Community Members**

As previously mentioned, these principles often come to fruition naturally in successful, patient-care provider relationships. As reported by SteelFisher et al., US adults rank their most trusted source for health information to be care providers involved in one-on-one interactions: the micro level. Cohen suggests applying these principles found in successful micro-sized relationships on a macro level could restore public trust in health providers and organizations.
More specifically, the aim for public health agencies (whether on a federal, state, or local level) is to eliminate any notion that large health agencies should speak and act with some form of authoritative “big brother” presentation in their messaging. Agencies should address populations to create partnerships and a team atmosphere to address population health challenges. This approach is similar to how physicians work with patients to develop collaborative care planning that specifically addresses a patient’s needs.

Whether this can translate as effectively on a macro population level is challenging to predict, as various demands from subpopulations may be present. What is fair to state is that if health organizations aim to create stronger partnerships with the populations they serve and make clear that local communities are necessary players in the team dynamic to achieve well-being on a population level, then issues deemed socially important by the community can be better realized than they are today. In turn, this allows agencies to understand their communities better, further blossoming the relationship between the two.

With partnerships strengthened and demand better realized, good performance from health providers and organizations is more likely. Understanding demands (whether social issues or specific to health emergencies) unique to specific subpopulations can enable agencies to better focus their attention on what matters to the subpopulation. This improved focus can help lead agencies to develop solutions that work to meet the respective demands raised by each community. This good performance, ultimately the health organization doing what they say they are going to do, further strengthens trust and partnerships between health agencies and the community that knows they are a dependable partner for satisfying community demands.

Transparency can be realized as a result of stronger partnerships and better performance and can serve as the first step to expedite the other two steps. Health agencies should focus
communications to be simple, straightforward, and comprehensible for constituents with all education levels. On a public health level, health agencies should illustrate common sense solutions before addressing specific recommendations for a certain circumstance or emergency. Short and simple statements that permit open communication and comfortable exchange are necessary for audiences to feel respected and understand the organization's aims and recommendations. Transparent communication is vital for agencies to provide shared decision-making opportunities that lead to collaborative care planning on a population level.

With the value and function of these principles understood on a macro scale, it is necessary to consider examples of how health organizations and health providers can implement these steps in their communication strategies and frameworks. When Cohen was a top public health official in North Carolina during the COVID-19 pandemic, the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services embodied and executed these three steps during the pandemic, serving as an example of how these principles can be implemented on an organizational level. Another example of how these steps can be realized through a health provider perspective is observed in UPMC’s community initiative: Minutes Matter. I was fortunate to join the Minutes Matter team during a collaborative practicum experience between UPMC and the University of Pittsburgh School of Public Health. During my time with Minutes Matter, our team was able to strategically plan, implement, and practice these trust-restorative aims firsthand.

4.4 Building Public Trust in Health Providers

UPMC Minutes Matter provides community members across Pennsylvania with access to basic emergency information and education on life-saving interventions. Specifically, this
community initiative presents health information and training through events focused on teaching community members how to respond in emergencies when minutes matter most. Training and events are provided for Pennsylvania residents to ensure they know how to respond if they find themselves first on the scene of an emergency situation. Specifically, Minutes Matter connects with community members to provide basic emergency health information when faced with situations of overdose, cardiac arrest, uncontrolled bleeding, and response to mental health crises. Providing community members with basic knowledge related to life-saving interventions and emergency information is an important factor in improving health outcomes.

As a UPMC community health initiative, Minutes Matter is an example of how health providers can implement Cohen’s three-step approach to restoring public trust in health organizations and providers. Specifically, Minutes Matter demonstrates how health providers can connect with community members through one-on-one interactions in personalized settings. Health providers must take the next step to present themselves as teammates. Through events and training offered by Minutes Matter, health providers present themselves as individuals connecting with community members face-to-face, in a format similar to physician-patient interactions. These personalized dynamics show how health providers, organizations, and public health officials can embody a patient relationship with a public health focus.

When I joined Minutes Matter, a significant focus was on creating relationships and strengthening partnerships within our local communities. Minutes Matter has an expansive network, offering training and events in locations spanning from Erie to Harrisburg. Relationships in Allegheny County are especially strong; Minutes Matter partners with the Pittsburgh Steelers, the Pittsburgh Penguins, iHeartRADIO, and the local news network WPXI. Minutes Matter also has strong relationships with Pennsylvania elected officials, as we held an event aimed toward and
attended by representatives from offices of state and national congressmen and senators, as well as Pennsylvania Governor Steve Shapiro.

During my practicum experience, we made a great effort to continue to expand our partnerships within our local communities. We initiated the first event with any school or University, specifically, we initiated a partnership with the University of Pittsburgh.

I was honored to play a role in creating this partnership as I was an active University of Pittsburgh student and I coordinated the planning of the event and tailored it to appeal to University of Pittsburgh undergraduate and graduate students. In addition to the traditional event format that covered domains of how to respond to cardiac arrest, overdose, uncontrolled bleeding, and emergency mental health situations, we extended the curriculum to involve an introduction to university resources and emergency response information specific to the Oakland campus. Specifically, we partnered with the University of Pittsburgh’s Student Health Services to increase awareness of mental health services and opportunities provided by the University’s wellness centers. Further, we partnered with Pitt Public Safety to provide emergency response information specific to Oakland campus including where to access AED kits and direct contact mechanisms specific to any emergency that could occur.

Through partnering with graduate and undergraduate offices at the University of Pittsburgh, Minutes Matter was able to create face-to-face relationships with university students. These prompted opportunities for feedback and fresh perspectives on how health providers may be able to better communicate and connect with community members. University students often bring new and innovative ideas to the table. Their diverse backgrounds, interests, and areas of study can offer fresh perspectives on public health challenges and potential solutions. These open communication channels further allow for professional development for health providers and
future healthcare leaders. Collaborating with university students allows public healthcare providers to mentor and support the next generation of healthcare professionals. This interaction can be mutually beneficial, providing students with valuable real-world experience and healthcare providers with an opportunity to shape and guide future leaders in the field.

Newfound relationships with the student body at the University of Pittsburgh improve community engagement for the UPMC Minutes Matter community initiative. University students are often deeply involved in their communities and can help public health care providers engage with the larger community effectively. They can assist in organizing outreach events, conducting health education programs, and facilitating communication between healthcare providers and community members.

Our first event with the University of Pittsburgh amplifies the transparency in our messaging from a health provider perspective. The nature of one-on-one interactions created an atmosphere similar to one a community member may experience with their physician, thus allowing for opportunities for open communication, active listening, and first-person interpretation of how well community members are able to receive and practice the information. To provide visuals for these open, face-to-face communication channels, we present photographs taken from the first UPMC Minutes Matter training event for University of Pittsburgh students.
Figure 11. Minutes Matter: University of Pittsburgh Public Safety and Emergency Management

Figure 12. Minutes Matter: personal communication
Our first event with the University of Pittsburgh showed how partnering with university students creates opportunities for open dialogue and communication channels between public healthcare providers and the public. In many cases, this was one of the earliest exposures of students to the health system. Importantly, this provided an opportunity to establish trusting relationships in a non-emergent situation and to build a foundation of trust important for effective communication during more urgent situations, such as an individual emergency or pandemic. These communication channels also allow for feedback and review to help sharpen the clarity of the messages health providers communicate to their local communities. University students can provide valuable feedback on public health messaging materials, such as educational materials, campaigns, and outreach efforts. Their input can help identify potential biases, inaccuracies, or areas for improvement, leading to more transparent and effective messaging.
Further, transparent messages strengthened through university partnerships can facilitate personalized community engagement. University students are often deeply connected to their communities and can help public healthcare providers engage with community members in a transparent and authentic manner. They can serve as liaisons between healthcare providers and community members, facilitating two-way communication, addressing concerns, and promoting transparency in decision-making processes. By involving students in community outreach efforts, public healthcare providers can foster trust, address misconceptions, and ensure that messaging is culturally relevant and accessible to diverse populations.

These communication channels and improved community relationships transfer to social media and digital engagement as well. Through community initiatives and training events like Minutes Matter, healthcare providers can grow their digital network in number and nourish relationships through pre-established personal connections. Not only are health providers better connected with the local communities they serve, but community members and university students are enabled to communicate messages in a style that is unique to their personalized platforms. University students are often proficient in digital communication tools and social media platforms. Partnering with students can enhance public health care providers' presence on social media and digital channels, allowing for real-time updates, interactive engagement, and transparent dissemination of information to a wider audience.

These events can further enhance education and training among community members, paving the way to provide examples of how local community engagement can lead to good performance and better messaging by healthcare providers. Collaboration with university students provides an opportunity for public healthcare providers to mentor and train the next generation of healthcare professionals. By offering practical experience and hands-on training opportunities,
providers can help students develop the skills and competencies necessary to address public health challenges and contribute to improved health outcomes in the future.

This UPMC Minutes Matter initiated partnership with the University of Pittsburgh is an example of how health providers can implement the three-step approach proposed by the new CDC director Mandy Cohen to restore public trust. Minutes Matter’s partnership with the University of Pittsburgh demonstrates how health providers can create a team atmosphere through personalized and transparent communication that translates to good performance. The ability of large organizations to implement a communication strategy based on personalized individualized interactions with community members, similar to that found in the physician-patient relationship, could positively impact the effectiveness of their communication. As demonstrated by reports and studies of SteelFisher et al., this personalized, face-to-face communication and messaging approach seems to be what US adults associate with being the most trustful source of health information. Shifting from macro-scaled messaging to micro-scaled communication is a strategy large agency can use to embody the attributes that naturally arise in physician-patient communication. Through this messaging approach, public trust may be restored in health organizations and providers.
5.0 Putting It All Together

To review, this essay has presented evidence that suggests that the United States population has declining confidence in domestic health systems and organizations and their associated messaging). Specifically, this has contributed to an underperforming response to COVID-19 vaccination efforts, related vaccine hesitancy, and reduced back-to-school rates after the COVID-19 pandemic. To explore a rationale for this loss of trust in messaging, I assessed how health systems and public health organizations communicate with diverse audiences and communities on international, national, and local scales.

From this, I compared these messaging approaches to communication strategies associated with higher trust levels: health information delivered in a personalized atmosphere. Through this, I identify principles naturally embodied through a successful, individual personalized exchange associated with community member responses, suggesting that this approach to health communication results in a more trusting relationship between health providers and community members. These principles align with the CDC’s three-step strategy for restoring public trust in health organizations and providers. An example of how this three-step strategy can be brought to fruition was observed through my collaborative practicum experience with the community health initiative of UPMC Minutes Matter and the University of Pittsburgh School of Public Health.

Through this comparison, I develop an approach for how techniques used in micro, individualized interaction between health providers and community members can be translated into macro, organizational relationships between health systems and populations. Health communication and messaging strategies can be developed by analyzing these mechanisms through which public health messages are crafted and delivered on a micro and macro level and
the corresponding trusting or skeptical relationships that result. Specifically, this analysis highlights the value of crafting messages through public health communication frameworks and delivering messages from the position of a trusted source for health information. Henceforward, a future paradigm for communication strategy should be based on the delivery of messages crafted through a public health communication framework and delivered to familiar audiences with pre-established relationships.

This strategy could be implemented among public health organizations through local public health departments when communicating public safety and back-to-school information. As reviewed earlier, back-to-school rates in the 2021-2022 school year were alarmingly low, demonstrated by high chronic absenteeism that threatened academic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and remains elevated today. These actions, attached to family hesitancy and uncertainty in sending their children back to school, suggest a weak relationship and relatively low trust levels between communities and their local health departments which are responsible for communicating public safety information relevant to local school districts.

Further supported by Exhibit 1 of SteelFisher et al., local public health departments were associated with some of the lowest public trust levels of sources of health information. Under 25% of US adults surveyed are considered to have a great deal of trust toward local public health departments, leaving the remaining participants (about 75%) to report trust levels of somewhat or lower. According to those surveyed, reasons for lacking trust in health sources include having too many recommendations and inconsistency in following scientifically valid research. When applying these factors to local public health departments, this rationale underlies and directly applies to their messaging tactics.
These observations, taken together, suggest local public health departments would have benefited from using an alternative messaging mechanism when communicating health information concerning public safety and back-to-school rationale to their neighborhoods. This example can be used to apply the proposed paradigm for effective messaging to provide an example of how it could have been used by local public health departments. Specifically, local public health departments can apply the three core features found in communication in patient-physician interactions into larger-scale interactions between public health organizations and communities, illustrating how micro, individualized interaction between health providers and community members can become translated into macro, organizational relationships between health systems and populations. This example shows how local public health departments can build partnerships, deliver transparent messages, and improve health status within communities through good performance:

If put in a situation where a local health department must respond to a public health emergency or communicate developing public health information, the organization shouldn’t be introducing themselves to their communities while doing so. In the case of local public health departments communicating back-to-school information post-COVID-19, forming connections with the local schools, families, and students in the area before the pandemic could have facilitated more effective pandemic communication. Building partnerships with school districts creates a channel for local public health departments to disseminate health information efficiently. Schools often act as central nodes within communities, linking families and students.

As such, an example of what this partnership would look like in practice could take the form of school health programs. Working closely with schools to support comprehensive school health programs that promote physical, mental, and social well-being among students is a
community benefit regardless of the severity of public health circumstances or emergencies. This further creates collaboration opportunities for a two-way flow of information, enabling public health departments to deliver guidance and gather valuable feedback.

With these programs and networks in place, schools, families, and students become more familiar and involved with their local public health departments. These connections enable health departments to be more likely to be trusted and credited by respective families and children when messaging becomes essential for communicating health information. If the message produced by local public health departments is developed consistently with the WHO strategic communication framework, then it will be more likely to be better received by audiences who are familiar with the messenger compared to audiences who are not.

These pre-established partnerships underlie credibility and cultural sensitivity principles within the WHO communication framework. By collaborating with trusted community-based organizations and school districts, public health departments can formulate their messaging to address the particular concerns and circumstances of families concerned with sending their children back to school, similar to the way a physician would communicate with a patient. These connections enhance the credibility of health messages, as they are disseminated through trusted channels created and endorsed by respected community members. This approach ensures that public health messages are culturally sensitive, respectful, and perceived as reliable, further fostering trust and engagement among school districts and associated families.

Through these inclusive communication channels, local public health departments can develop transparent messages for health information by crafting messages around the four remaining principles (actionable, accessible, relevant, and transparent) presented by the WHO communication framework. Local health departments can make back-to-school information
actionable and accessible by providing clear, practical guidance in formats that are easy to understand and readily available. This involves breaking down complex health recommendations into simple steps and actionable behaviors, ensuring that individuals know exactly what steps to take, by presenting the information in plain language and easily accessible and understandable formats.

Following these two principles brings to fruition a transparent delivery of relevant back-to-school information. Through openness and clarity, health departments establish trust by openly sharing the source of information, explaining the rationale behind recommendations, and acknowledging any uncertainties. This clarity enables individuals to understand the basis for the guidance provided, empowering them to make informed decisions about returning to school. Simultaneously, by customizing messages to address the diverse characteristics of the community, health departments demonstrate accountability and foster trust, thereby increasing the likelihood of adherence to recommended guidelines for a safe return to school.

Pre-established partnerships and transparent messaging could work hand in hand to improve population health outcomes during back-to-school transitions after COVID-19. Through partnerships between public health departments, schools, and community organizations, coordinated efforts can be made to address health challenges comprehensively. This collaboration enables the development and implementation of strategies to promote vaccination uptake, mitigate the spread of infectious diseases, and ensure a safe return to the school environment.

Simultaneously, messaging developed through communication frameworks can be culturally focused on preventive measures and available resources that meet the specific needs of school districts and families. An understandable and culturally sensitive presentation of relevant health information empowers community members to make informed decisions and adopt healthy
behaviors. For example, clear messaging about mask-wearing, hand hygiene, physical distancing, and vaccination can alleviate concerns and reassure stakeholders about the safety of returning to school, leading to higher compliance rates and improved population health outcomes.

Health information from local health departments can be relayed through educational initiatives and outreach programs organized in collaboration with community partners, offering an alternative presentation of a similar message, and creating multiple styles and opportunities to encourage students, families, and school staff to take proactive steps to protect their health and well-being. By combining partnerships and clear messaging, public health efforts can effectively promote compliance with health guidelines and access to resources, ultimately leading to improved population health outcomes in school communities.

This example demonstrates how local public health departments can implement this alternative paradigm for effective messaging to improve public trust. Prioritizing aims for building communal partnerships, transparent message delivery, and improved population health status reflect valued communication approaches seen in micro, individualized interactions between health providers and community members. This representation shows how messages crafted through a communication framework and delivered through an established relationship translate into macro-organizational relationships between health systems and populations.

A similar strategy should be recognized and implemented to build resilient relationships characterized by mutual trust and reciprocity, laying the foundation for continued support and cooperation between health organizations and the communities they serve. This sustained engagement strengthens the resilience of health systems and communities, enabling them to navigate health challenges and promote long-term well-being. By prioritizing a messaging strategy committed to crafting messages through effective communication frameworks and relaying this
message through communication strategies that model the approach of a physician-patient relationship, public health organizations can demonstrate that effective messaging can improve public trust.
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